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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents an innovative solution to make configurable an automatic machine based on a 

mechanical cam through the adoption of a cam with a flexible profile, controlled in a certain number of precision points 

by means of motors driving a recirculating ball screw. The dynamic effect of the followers on the flexible profile 

requires an iterative process to determine the kinematic performance of the system and the constructive aspects have 

been considered in detail, designing an original mechanism with positive guidance for the realization of the followers. 

The results obtained demonstrate the feasibility of the solution and the performances comply with the design 

requirements. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Modern packaging machines are often based on a rotating table architecture, generally having 

considerable size, which allows to obtain high production rates and requires a precise synchronization of the 

machine part movements [1][2][3]. In this scenario, the use of mechanical cams for the vertical movement of the 

devices positioned along the external circumference is often preferred to electric motor driven systems both 

because more competitive cost and for undisputed reliability in all operating conditions[4][5]. These important 

advantages, however, have as counterpart the need to proceed with format changeover operations whenever a 

modification to the motion law described by the cam itself is required [6][7]. 

There is therefore the need to identify new solutions that guarantee the best tradeoff between reliability 

requirements[8][9] at high speed and the possibility of adapting the machine recipe with an automated, fast and 

repeatable procedure[10][11].For this purpose, an original solution is proposed here, which consists in the adoption 

of a deformable mechanical element which performs the function of a cam and which can be adapted by means of 

the deformation imposed by some electric actuators controlled in position by the machine PLC [12] [13].  

The study takes into consideration the kinematic characteristics of the obtained law of motion and the 

main constructive challenges related to the adoption of the proposed solution [14]. To illustrate it, a specific 

application example has been investigated using a finite element analysis and an original constructive solution has 

been proposed for the realization of the follower element. 
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The machine consists of a main rotating table where the production process is implemented, equipped with two 

smaller ones that act as input and an output transfer system.  

 

Figure 1: Example of Machine Rotating Table 

Deformance Cam 

To make configurable a cam follower mechanism, various approached have been proposed [15][16][17].                

In the present study, the concept solution consists in adopting a flexible cam means a cam composed of an elastic material 

and to deform it by actuating a certain number of position-controlled motors to obtain a sufficiently accurate approximation 

of the requested law of motion [18] [19]. Such an approach has been inspired by the well-known drawing tool called spline 

which consists in a thin wood or metal strip used to interpolate a given set of fixed points: the deformable strip acts as a 

translating cam, coupled with a translating follower used to control the vertical movement of the tools, as shown                     

in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Translating Cam – Translating Follower Mode of Input/Output Motion 

The mechanical behavior of this deformable element has been analyzed with the aid of the finite element method 

(FEM) software ABAQUS®, the use of which is widespread in the mechanical industry. Such approach to structural 

analysis is based on the discretization of the starting continuous domain in a discrete domain (mesh) through the use of 

primitives (finite elements) of simple form(triangle and quadrilateral for 2D domains, hexahedron and tetrahedron for 3D 

domains). 

Any structure can be analyzed through FEM, through the following main steps:1. define the geometric model 

(size and shape of the structure);2. define the primitive to be used to discretise the structure;3. define the dimension of the 

elements;4. define the boundary conditions (applied loads, applied constraints, material, etc.). 

Concerning the supports, it should be observed that when the cam is deformed to obtain the desired lift, it must 

necessarily shorten itself, so it must be supported by two roller connections at its ends, as shown in Figure 3. A third 

constraint is given by another roller support to prevent the translation along z and to impose the desired deformation along 

the y axis. 
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Figure 3: Cam Roller Connections 

In fact the number of points where the deformation must be imposed is one of the most critical aspect in this 

study, as illustrated in the next paragraphs; its value has been determined as a consequence of the kinematic analysis 

performed. Being the cam section rectangular, generating its mesh results simple: the face is divided with elements at the 

same distance to obtain elements of square shape. Likewise, in the longitudinal direction the surface is divided into 

squares, obtaining 3D cubic elements. The overall result is shown in Figure 4, where arrows indicate the areas of greatest 

deformation. 

 

Figure 4: Visualization of the Deformations Calculation 

Moreover, partitions are created in the areas of greatest stress, which are the areas near the cam connections and 

which require a thickening of the mesh to achieve the convergence of the analysis, as shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: Difference in Discretization between the  
Connection Areas and Other Parts of the Cam 

To optimize the tradeoff between the discretization level and the calculation time, an analysis has been performed, 

verifying that the result converges for element sizeless than or equal to 0.5 mm3, as illustrated in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Convergence of 20x5mm Rectangular Plate Mesh 

Moreover, it is necessary to verify how stress varies on increasing the width of the cam section to find the optimal 

tradeoff between its value and the possibility to obtain a greater coupling area for the follower wheels. Figure 7 shows the 

almost linear relationship calculated between cam width and maximum stress. 

 

Figure 7: Stress on Varying the Cam width 

With regard to the cam-follower coupling, it is also necessary to leave the passage to the lower wheel on the cam 

lower face through an appropriate extension of the width of the cam in the support areas. The stress generated by these 

section variations has been verified, as shown in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8: Finite Element Analysis of the Constraint Support 

Finally, to limit stress on the motor screw, it is necessary allow a relative rotation between cam and rods through a 

revolute pair, as illustrated in Figure 9.  
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Figure 9: Revolute Pair Constraint on the Positioning Rods 

FOLLOWER 

The design of the follower system started from the consideration that a positive mechanical constraint had to be 

preferred, because of its capability to always guarantee, together with the elements contact, to limit the oscillations that 

may arise due to the possible cam twisting generated together with the cam vertical deformation. Usually this design 

solution is based on having two rollers, separated by a fixed distance, which act as the constraint, but in this case the lower 

part of the cam is only in part available and a possible radial deformation must be compensated too. The designed solution 

is shown in Figure 10, where the red wheel is the main wheel that supports the weight of the mechanism and transmits the 

motion, while the yellow one is the lower wheel that creates the positive constraint, and which have reduced dimensions to 

roll on a narrower track.  

    

Figure 10: Positive Constraint (Vertical) and Spring Constraint (Radial) 

Moreover, the blue wheel, combined with the action of a spring, maintains the follower always in contact with the 

guide in a radial direction with a spring constraint mounted on a grooved profile which acts as a prismatic guide and 

prevent the relative rotation between the lower and the higher part of the follower. Finally, the lower red wheel is necessary 

when the follower passes from the mobile part of the cam to the fixed one. In the transition section from one guide to the 

other, the two cams will overlap, allowing a smooth passage. In this area both wheels are engaged, as clarified in Figure 

11, where the fixed cam is drawn in green and the deformable one is drawn in blue.  
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Figure 11: Change of Driving from Flexible to Fixed 

Kinematic Analysis 

The kinematic study of the system is non-trivial because the cam final deformation also depends on the stress that 

the follower exerts on it, which in turn depends on the acceleration. Therefore, it is necessary to proceed iteratively, by first 

studying the law of motion determined by the cam deformation and the dynamic effect of the follower. 

To analyze the system kinematic behavior, it can be considered, carried out on a plane, as the linear cam-follower 

system shown in Figure 2, where the absolute velocity of the follower can be broken down into two components: the frame 

velocity along y and the relative one along x: 

���� = ���� + ����                (1) 

Where the frame velocity is: 

�� = 	 ⋅ �                 (2) 

Being ω the angular speed of the table and R its radius.  

Regarding the relative speed, it is of course: 

�� = ��                  (3) 

Which can be also be written as: 

�� = �� ⋅ �� = ��(θ) ⋅ 	               (4) 

And the other term: 

The velocity ��(θ)has been calculated by as the derivative of the lift diagram with respect to the angle ϑ, writing 

ah a Matlab® program to apply the method of the central derivatives. Figures 12, 13 and 14 show the obtained results, 

which can be interpreted considering the lift curve close to the combination of two cubic polynomial curves, the velocity 

one as the combination of two nearly parabolic curves and finally the acceleration as the combination of two almost 

straight-line segments. 
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Figure 12: Resulting Cam Profile 

 

Figure 13: Resulting Follower Speed 

 

Figure 14: Resulting Follower Acceleration 

Dynamic Analysis 

To calculate the force exerted on the cam, the system can be schematized as in Figure 15, where φ is the angle of 

friction, α is the cam pressure angle, and Fp the weight. Wheel friction and revolute pair friction are neglected. 
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Figure 15: Balance of Forces Applied on the Follower 

The pressure angle α is equal to: 

� = ������ ��                (5) 

It varies on the rotating angle θ as shown in Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16: Pressure Angle 

The cardinal equations of dynamics can be written as: 

� ⋅ ���� = ���� + ���� + ���� + �→              (6) 

� ! = ���� × #$�%� + ���� × &$�%�
               (7) 

where: m is the mass of the mobile system, ����is the acceleration of point G, e � ! is the derivative of the angular 

momentum, which is equal to: 

�! = $'�%� × � ⋅ ���� = $'�%� × � ⋅ (���� + ����)             (8) 

Where ����is the absolute speed, equal to the sum of the relative speed����and the frame speed����.The vector product 

between the relative speed and$'�%�
is null since they have the same direction, then: 

�! = $'�%� × � ⋅ ����               (9) 
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Replacing ����it can be written as: 

 �! = $' ⋅ � ⋅ 	 ⋅ �             (10) 

Being the derivative of constant terms null, it results: 

� ! = 0               (11) 

Then the vector resolution of equation (7) gives: 

)� ⋅ �� = −�� ⋅ �+, - + �� ⋅ �+, - − � ⋅ ,.��� ⋅ �� = −�� ⋅ ,.�- − �� ⋅ ,.�- − � ⋅ �+, �0 = �� ⋅ �+, - ⋅ &$� − �� ⋅ ,.�- ⋅ &$/ − �� ⋅ �+, - ⋅ #$� + �� ⋅ ,.�- ⋅ #$/
0       (12) 

Where: 

#$� = 1 − 2(3)              (13) 

&$� = #$� + �              (14) 

By solving the system and using a Matlab® program, graphs of the reaction forces on varying θ have been 

obtained. They are shown in Figure 17 and 18 and it can be observed that there is no detachment between the wheel and 

the guide, as Rx is always positive. 

 

Figure 17: Constraint Reaction R 

 

Figure 18: Constraint Reaction Fa and Fb 
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Finally, the application of the force exerted by the followers on the cam determine a new deformation calculation, 

shown in Figure 19, which presents a peak stress equal to 1680 MPa, which is obviously not acceptable, and too large 

deformation on the intermediate points indicated by the red arrows in the figure. To maintain a deformation corresponding 

to the motion law calculated, it is therefore necessary to set two other supports. In Figure 20 it can be seen how the 

maximum stress is considerably diminished and the deformations remains close to the desired shape. In the next paragraph 

a quantitative analysis of these results is performed. 

 

Figure 19: Deformation Calculation with the Follower Forces and One Support 

 

Figure 20: Deformation Calculation with the Follower Forces and Three Supports 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

At the end of the iterative procedure described above, the obtained results are used to create a final model of the 

ring-shaped cam with three supports to impose a specific position, shown in Figure 21. 

To proceed with an accurate analysis of the characteristics obtained in terms of kinematic parameters, is 

calculated a spline curve that approximates the calculated deformation by means of 12 control points. The curve obtained, 

shown in Figure 22, has a maximum error of 0.6%, as it can be seen in Figure 2. The corresponding velocity and 

acceleration graphs are shown in Figure 24 and 25.Overall, the results obtained comply with the objectives set at the 

beginning of the research and demonstrate the practical reliability of the proposed method. 
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Figure 21: Final Cam Model 

 

Figure 22: Final Spline Interpolation of the Cam 

 

Figure 23: Difference between the Deformation 
Calculation and the Spline Interpolation 

 

Figure 24: Final Vertical Speed 
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Figure 25: Final Acceleration 
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